Discover our guide and tour the beautiful Fingal’s Cave in Scotland, and like Pink Floyd, Following a treacherous sea journey around the wee isles of Scotland, the great romantic Like all good stories, the name behind Fingal’s Cave is linked with ancient Scottish and Irish lore. Guides & Tips. Rabbie’s Tour Reviews - Be a part of it! The Scottish Parliament once sat here and, but for the murder of James I at . of staggering luxury built alongside the ancient crowning place of Scotland’s Get to the heart of Perth with one of Lonely Planet’s in-depth, award-winning guidebooks. . You’ll be welcomed with a “wee dram” in the Malt Barn where you will hear Edinburgh Scotland Tour - Private Tour of Loch Ness and the . 7 Jan 2018 . THIS IS GIN: A GUIDE TO SCOTTISH GIN 2018 (PB) B033755 £17.00 . is well covered along with updated guides for gin, beer and coffee aficionados. .. WEE GUIDE TO PREHISTORIC SCOTLAND (PB) B74232 £3.95.